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FROM THE AUTHOR 
 
     Kokand is one of the most ancient cities of Central Asia which 
age exceeded 2 thousand years. Throughout more than one and a 
half century (1709–1876) it was the capital of Kokand khanate. 
However till now its history has not completely been studied and 
has not been written. However, there were separate editions in the 
form of booklets, brochures of small volume and even one re-
search of the colonial and Soviet period1 of monographic charac-
ter. In all of these publications there are a lot of disagreements, 
though in them there were many valuable and interesting ma-
terials. In 1996 H. N. Bababekov's monograph “History of 
Kokand” was published in Uzbek language in which shone history 
of the city till the colonial period. 
     History of Kokand during the colonial and Soviet periods, and 
also the period of independence has been still waiting for the 
research. 
     This book about stories of Kokand till colonial period is written 
in Russian on the basis of the archival materials accessible to me 
which have been stored in Tashkent, Kokand, Moscow and 
St.Petersburg, separate hand-written books in Oriental languages, 
and also published books, brochures and articles in Russian and 
Uzbek languages about Kokand.  
     Because the archive of Kokand’s khans was lost in 1875 during 
flight of Hudayar khan from Kokand to Tashkent and till now it 
has not been found, also we planned to collect archival materials 
about the history of Kokand stored in England, Turkey and in 
other foreign countries. Meanwhile, unfortunately, for the object-
tive reasons we could not carry out an intended plan. Therefore in 
advance we have apologized in front of people of Kokand for 
possible defects of the book and we have hoped that in the future 

                                                            
1 History of Kokand (from the moment of joining of Central Asia to Russia till today) 
Tashkent, 1984 
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historians on the basis of attraction of an additional material will 
recreate full history of Kokand. 
     Turning over the pages of history of Kokand, the reader will 
learn many unknown facts which will force him to think about the 
past, will help to analyze today's validity. Some pages of history 
of Kokand will force the heart to beat faster about weight; others 
will induce to pleasure of such pages more. But the most impor-
tant thing we hoped is that the book will help to fall in love with 
history of people and to be proud of the native Kokand. 

Following good traditions of historians of Kokand, I’d like to 
express my gratitude to all who practically have helped with the 
organizational plan and with promotion of writing this book. First 
of all, the following book is a product of the social order of 
Kokand authority, for what I’m so grateful from khakim and ex-
senator Marufdjan USMANOV. Translation and the edition 
“History of Kokand” in English is the social order of the hono-
rary academician of Academy of Sciences Turon, sponsor 
Ibrokhimdzhan Sulaymanov, for what I express my sincere 
gratitude. 

   Especially I want to note employees of Kokand history 
museum (director Manzurakhon  Mansurovа) who has helped to 
collect valuable materials and documentary photographs about 
Kokand, and also Maksudzhan Khalmukhammedov, Yakubdzhan 
Ganidzhanov, Anvardzhan Yunusov, Satimdzhan Khalbayev, 
Rashidxan Shukurov, etc.  

 
                                           President of Academy of Sciences 

Turon, doctor of historical sciences,  
academician of the European academy  

of Sciences named Leibniz, and also  
Central Asian national academy  

named “Nouri Hudzhand” 
                            Khaydarbek Nazirbekovich BABABEKOV 
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TO ETYMOLOGY OF TOPONYM “KOKAND” 
 

Many cities in Fergana valley existed since most ancient times. 
However their economic development went very slowly and often 
was interrupted by destructive wars, when were destroyed the 
whole cities. They had to build new one on an empty place. One 
of such ancient cities is Kokand, whose age is more than 2000 
years. So, G. N. Potanin, visited city in January, 1830 wrote: “In 
the city there were ancient monuments, collapsed from time”1. In 
1849 in article “The review of Kokand khanate in its current 
condition”, published in “Notes of the Imperial Russian geogra-
phical society”, reports about ruins in the vicinities of Kokand 
testified to those, “that in ancient times there was a city exter-
minated during invasion of northern hordes”.2  

According to the visitor, in the city of travelers, “trees grew in 
gardens of Kokand, the age of many trees were some centuries”.3  

Curiousity was though erroneous, data on the basis of a city 
was resulted by V. P. Nalivkin in the book “Short history of 
Kokand khanate”. He marks that in 1732 Abd Ar-Rahim, the son 
of Shakhrukh, becoming the governor, based the city of Kokand4, 
and after his death Abdul-Karim-biy, his brother and the succes-
sor, moved to Kokand and built up it. “Only from this moment 
Kokand received its name, and natives considered time of the 
basis of a city 1153/1740”.5  
     In our opinion, V. P. Nalivkin was mistaken. Also Florio Bene-
veni, secretary of Oriental Commission, sent from Russia to    
Bukhara in 1718 mentioned the existence of the city. In his 
memoirs written in 1725 year, we read “All Bukhara’s  present  

 
1Turkestan’s collection. T. 389. P. 282. 
2Gorchakov I. D. Review of Kokand khanate in its current condition// Notes  of 
Imperial Russian geographical society. SPb., 1849, P. 213. 
3Collection of Turkestan. T. 23. P. 31. 
4Nalivkin  V.P. Concise history of Kokand khanate. Kazan, 1886. P. 56. 
5Nalivkin V.P.  Concise history… P. 60. 
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and former possession included 23 cities, namely: from Bukhara 
to the East: Azar, Kirmena, Tashkend, Kokand, Margilan, Nam-
dan, Indidjan and Kashgar...”.1 From these data of Florio Beneveni 
it is clearly visible that the city of Kokand was formed much 
earlier than V. P. Nalivkin confirmed. 
     Data about Kokand was met in geographical compositions of 
Arabian authors of X century. For example, Abu Iskhak Ibrahim 
ibn Mukhammad al-Istakhri in the composition “Kitab masalik” 
(“The book of ways of the states”) wrote: “Who wished (to pass) 
from Hodzhent to Akhsikent, a chief town of Fergana, who left 
Kend to Soxa (and went) one transition, and from Soxa to 
Huvakand – one big transition, from Huvakand to Akhsikent – one 
transition...”.2 In the composition “Hudud al-alam” (it was made 
in 983) it is written that “Huvakand, Rishtan (and) Zenderashm 
are densely populated small towns, with a considerable quantity of 
the sowing earths”.3  

Hence, Kokand as a city, on the ancient manuscripts which 
have reached us, was well-known among Arabian scientist in X 
century as "Huvakand". 

Till now there are a set of legends about an origin of the name 
of the city. In one of false versions it was narrated that the name of 
the city was derived from a word "hukkan" (wild boar’s settle-
ment, area, where they could be found).  Before, till erection of the 
city, the district was boggy, many wild boars (huk) here lived and 
it was called “Hukkan”, t.e. wild boar’s settlement, place. During 
the construction of the city the bog was drained, and wild boars 
were exterminated. It is written in historical compositions. So, the

 
1 Governmental national library named Saltikova-Shedrin. SPb., f. 1000, f. 1950. № 
9/1, L. 2.  
2 Materials regarding to history of kirgizs and Kirghizia. M., 1973. Issue 1. P. 21. In 
the translated text it was written “Xokand” in place of “Xuvakand”. We sued it as 
original – “Xuvakand”. Istaxri left Arabic text composition in the first concise 
version, which was dated to about 930–933 years.  
 3 Materials about the history of kirghizs…. P. 45.  
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author of “Tarikh-i Fargona” (“History of Fergana”) Iskhakhan-
tyura wrote: “Earlier, when Hukand was not still a city, this 
district abounded in cane thickets and bushes. In those days 
Chadak khodjas were nomadic Tadjiks. In these tangles lived wild 
boars and other animals which dag the earth and found food for 
them. When the Tadjik hodzhi came there, a lot of earth was 
already pit. They asked [in certain Tadjik]:“What are these holes 
for and who pit them?”. Tadjik answered “Huk kand” (the wild 
boar pit) and consequently this district was nicknamed by "Huk-
kand". As "Hukkand" was difficult to pronounce for us, for Turks, 
it was easier to pronounce “Qof”, therefore it became Huqand. 
Persian "Kof" was replaced by turk “Qof”. In Russian pronuncia-
tion “Qof" does not exist, therefore the city was called (simply) 
Kokand. Separate people of Hukand with good intentions inter-
preted as "Huyiqand", t.e. characterized as sweet (in sense of plea-
sant – X.B.)”.1  
     To the etymology of “Kokand” certain attention was given by 
academician V.V. Bartold. He, in particular, wrote: “Kokand is 
written Xuvakand, later Xukand in Arabian language; from here 
national etymology: Xuk +kand = “city of a wild boar” appeared 2. 
Further we read:“Kokand” at Babura it is not mentioned anywhere 
as the city, though in it, according to Dzhemal Karshi, there was a 
tomb of Muslim sacred imam Abdullakh ibn Ali, one of brothers 
of an imam Mukhammad al-Bakir. The name was written at Ba-
bura (Babur-name. Publication. Beviridge. Leiden-London, 1905 
(GMS, the I. L.25а and 103b) as the name of the district (archin) 
of Hukan; in XVIII Century (see: Mukhammad-Vefa Kirminagi, 
Tukhfat al-khani, l. 50 a.) appeared the form of Kukan, in early 
Russian news Kokan; the form Xokand, in Russian Kokand, was 
established thanks to literary tradition only in XIX century.3          

 

     1Isxoqkhan Djunaydullokhan ugli Ibrat. History of Fergana. // Tashkent: Meros, 
1991. P. 285 
   2Bartold V.V.. Writ. M., 1965. T. III. P. 462. 
     3Bartold V.V.. Writ. M., 1965. T. III. P. 535. 
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According to his opinion, “a city of “Kokan” (subsequently this 
name, undoubtedly, was used in live speech, it was replaced by 
literary correct form of Xokand), on a place of the settlement 
“Xokand” existing here in Middle Ages”.1 On other versions the 
name of the city came from a word of "Havokent". When the city 
was constructed, inhabitants noticed that here the wind often blew, 
and trunks of trees because of constant strong winds bended to one 
side. People of advanced age said that if there was no wind for a 
long time, they felt bad: it was difficult to them to breathe, heart 
bet fast. Therefore the city was named Havokent (a city of winds, 
t.e. often changed air, atmosphere; a freshen climate). I. Tukhta-
sinov, Ya. K. Abramov, A. Dadabayev and others asserted that 
“хu” in Uzbek language is translated as “havo” (“air”, “wind”). 
Therefore the city was called as “Havokand” or “Havokent”. So-
me old residents said that there was even an ancient book about 
stories of Kokand “Ansab as-salatin va tavarikh-i al-khavokin” 
where the city was called Havokin. Such book-manuscript really 
exists and is stored in Institute of Oriental Studies of Academy of 
Sciences of the Republic of Uzbekistan. However the word “hava-
kin” is used in the title in sense “lords”, and in the text the city 
was called “Huqand”. 

There is also another false version. The name of the city 
occurred from a word “Kopqon” (“Bloody”, there was a lot of 
blood in the district where it was spilled). It agreed to this legend, 
a long time ago when the city was constructed, often there were 
internal wars. Strangers, for example, Chinese, Mongols, Kal-
myks, etc., strived to invade the city and to enthrall its well-
founded inhabitants, and the population to convert them into 
slaves, often besieged it. But the population of well defended city 
persistently resisted. As Kokand’s – experts of history (for exam-
ple,  Nazirdzhan  Valiev,   Usmandzhan   Yakhyaev,   Shukurzhon

 
1Bartold V.V. History of cultural life of Turkestan. L. P. 104. 
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Mamadiyev, Tesha Zakhidov, etc.), in far past Chinese (regarding 
to Sins) tried to conquer the city, but were made recede. Another 
time they came again with the big army and encircled the city. 
People of Kokand did not surrender, though they ran out of 
provisions. Sins suggested to raise a siege if townspeople gave out 
or killed the governor. People of Kokand refused to satisfy these 
conditions. However the ruling upper circles made a plot and 
killed the governor, then Sins raised a siege and left. For this 
reason the city was called bloody – “Kopqon”. At a pronunciation 
it was lower “p” and began to be named Kuqon, and subsequently 
after replacement of “k” on “q” began to name Quqon. 

On the base of given legends of event, an event was in 104–101 
year D.C. and described in “Tsyankhanshu".1  
In 139 D.C. agent of the Chinese emperor Gian-Tsan came to 
Fergana valley the first time. After returning he wrote the detailed 
report to the Chinese government. As he said, at that time in 
Fergana there lived tribes of "Fechzhi" who conducted a settled 
way of life and engaged in agriculture: sow rice, wheat. He also 
described that there were many argamaks (horses). Soldiers were 
especially skillful in horse shooting. Their weapons consisted of 
onions with arrows and spears. For the purpose of an establish-
ment of friendly relations the governor of Fergana sent embassy to 
China which was welcomed nicely. The Chinese governor, finding 
out that the best argamaks (horses) were found in Fergana, wished 
to get them, directed there the embassy. During an audience the 
Chinese ambassador in the impudent form demanded “heavenly 
horses” (t.e.argamaks) and threw 100 lak of gold coins and one 
gold horse to feet of the governor of Fergana. It decreased the self-
esteem of the Fergana governor and he refused the requirement of 
giving argamaks (horses).   

 
1 For further information look: Bichurin N.Y. Collection of information about nations, 
living in Central Asia in ancient times// Writ. V 3. T. M. L. 1953. T. 3. P. 21–31: 
Middendorf A.F. Article of Fergana valley. SPb., 1882. P.376–377. 
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